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CRYSTAL ACTIONS BOOKLET 2018
“As a professional photographer quality and consistency are equally as
important, whilst as an artist, creativity and personal style is held in the
same regard. For me balance is the key, between the professional and the
creative, the reliable and the flexible.”

WHAT ARE ACTIONS AND WHY DO I USE THEM?
Actions are wonderful sequential programs that can be both recorded and loaded into
Photoshop’s software. They enable the same editing steps to be repeated time and time
again. Actions offer you the ability to achieve standardised results in a fraction of the time
required to do the job manually. Purchasing pre-recorded Actions offers you the advantage
of incorporating the skill and expertise provided by the programmer, within your own
photographic processing.
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Actions also produce processing results that are beyond the capability of the camera.
Actions provide a functioning platform that enables you to manipulate and adjust results.
This essential level of control ensures that you retain the freedom to produce work that is a
personal reflection of your creativity and aesthetic vision.
One of the best advantages to using Actions is that they enable you to edit to the same
creative results even when images may have been taken from different sessions, locations
and even cameras. This gives your work consistency and allows you to achieve a
professional finish that in today’s competitive market is essential.
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14 NEW CRYSTAL ACTIONS
These NEW Crystal Actions have been designed to create lighter, cleaner images, with even
saturated lightness. Perfect for editorials, weddings, product photography and social media.
The CRYSTAL COLLECTION may be purchased and used as a stand-alone collection, however
it is recommended that these Actions be used on good, correctly exposed images. For more
advanced processing the Original Beyond the Lens Photoshop collection offers a more
extensive range of both Workflow and Rescue Actions that can be used in conjunction with
this new Crystal collection.
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ORIGINAL IMAGE

PRIME ACTIONS
(Played our at 100%)

1 | Clear
2 | Snow
3| North
4 | South
LIGHT ACTIONS
5 | Stone
6 | Beach
7 | Fresh
8 | Gloss

CREATIVE ACTIONS
(Played on Clear at 50%)

9 | Garden
10 | Spice
11 | Spring
12 | Ice
13 | Water
14 | Glaze
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OVERVIEW OF THE CRYSTAL ACTIONS
CRYSTAL PRIME ACTIONS
ACTION

DISCRIPTION

WHEN TO USE

Prime 1 | Clear

Adds a crisp clean brightness

For an dull image that needs overall brightening

Prime 2 | Snow

Adds low contrast light

For a dull image that needs a burst of super soft light

Prime 3 | North

Adds clean light with a slight cool tone

For a dull image that needs brightening with a cooler range

Prime 4 | South

Adds clean light with a slight warm tone

For a dull image that needs brightening with a warmer range

Light 5 | Stone

Adds flat light

For an image that needs a softer faded pure white look

Light 6 | Beach

Adds super soft flat light

For an images that needs a super soft matt light look

Light 7 | Fresh

Adds overall balanced light

For a warmer fresh white light boost

Light 8 | Gloss

More contrast with a slight lift

For a higher contrast, punchier look

Creative 9 | Garden

Adds a slight rosy warm light

For a little extra rosy warmth

Creative 10 | Spice

Adds a stronger warmth and saturation

For an extra pop of warm colour

Creative 11 | Spring

Adds a subtle fresh warmth

For a little hit of sunny warmth

Creative 12 | Ice

Adds colder tones

When a cooler look is needed

Creative 13 | Water

Adds colder blue tones

When a cooler and de saturated look is needed

Creative 14 | Glaze

Fades out contrast

When a super softer matt look is needed
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THE CRYSTAL PRIMES
The four PRIME actions have been designed to produce lighter, crisper image results. The
action sharpens the image first ensuring a super crisp result. These Actions are similar to the
ProTEC Actions in the Original Beyond the Lens collection, however they don’t protect
already whitened areas of an image. Instead these Actions produce lighter results without
compromising already bright. There are four of these PRIME Actions, PRIME 1 | Clear, being
the preferred Action for images with already good white balance and contrast range. PRIME
2 | Snow, is a wonderful Actions to be used for images with a higher contrast range,
softening that contrast as the Action brightens. Finally, PRIME 3 | North and PRIME 4 |
South, offer similar results to PRIME 1 | Clear, albeit with a little built in coolness or warmth.
*Note, the PRIME actions can be played together for super light images, but be careful that
combining these Actions doesn’t over sharpen your image. This can lead to additional noise
within the pixels of an image.
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CRYSTAL LIGHT
Use when more light is needed! These LIGHT Actions are the perfect way to introduce a little
more light. You’ll think it can’t be done, but it can! The LIGHT Actions do just this; they’re
like magic light workers! Again, available in four Actions, LIGHT 5 | Stone, LIGHT 6 | Beach,
LIGHT 7 | Fresh and LIGHT 8 | Gloss. Each of these Actions adds in additional softness,
contrast or tone.
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CREATIVE NOTE:
I shoot with both my Nikon and iPhone, I find the contrast and the white balance between
these two cameras very different. In fact, they are almost completely opposite to each
other. My Nikon shoots a softer image compared to the iPhone and the iPhone shoots with
a high contrast with a warm cast. The Light Actions can help overcome some of these traits
and allow you to process to the same result albeit from different starting points.
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CREATIVE ACTIONS
The six remaining Actions in this new collection are creative ones. Creative Actions add tone
and subtle colour, they can be used to compensate for original white balance issues, or used
artistically to create warmer or cooler images. CREATIVE 9 | Garden, CREATIVE 10 |Spice
and CREATIVE 11 | Spring, allow warmer tones and more colour saturation to be added into
the image, whilst CREATIVE 12 | Ice and CREATIVE 13 | Water, add distinctively colder
overtones. Finally, CREATIVE 14 | Glaze, produces a fully muted, flat image. This Action is
the ultimate softening Action, similar to printing of a good quality organic paper.

2 SHARPENING ACTIONS
A collection of Actions needs at least a couple of sharpening Actions. For this set both the
Standard Sharpening and the Frequency Separation Sharpening Actions have been added so
you can spot paint additional sharpness where needed.
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CREATIVE NOTE:
Like with many of my other Actions the 14 NEW Crystal Actions play at 50% of their
designed strength, so for more intense results increase the Actions opacity slider up or
reduce down to suit. This gives you ultimately the best level of control over the Actions
effects. Each Actions also finishes with a Layer Mask so that you can paint (black) out areas
where you wish to spot remove the effects of any Action. This is helpful when wanting to
apply precise effects to a selected part of any image.

Find out more visit: http://www.sarahgardnerphotography.com
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BOOK: Art Beyond the Lens, Working with Digital Textures by Sarah Gardner
Available from all good book suppliers: ISBN: 978-0-240-82409-3

© Sarah Gardner Photography 2018, all rights reserved. This booklet has been made available for the promotion of Beyond the Lens
Actions and is for personal use only. Copying in part or full, redistributing, selling or making available for download without written
consent from Sarah Gardner Photography is strictly prohibited and to do so without authorisation will be deemed as a violation of
worldwide copyright and intellectual property laws.
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